
 

 

Press Release 

THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS APPROVES THE FINANCIAL 

STATEMENT AT 31 DECEMBER 2014 

 

 REVENUES:  EURO 147,2 MILLIONS (+12,3% COMPARED TO 2013)  

 NET REVENUES: EURO 141,6 MILLIONS (+11,9% COMPARED TO 2013) 

 EBITDA: EURO 14.5 MILLIONS EQUAL TO 9.8% ON REVENUES  

 EBIT: EURO 9.9 MILLIONS EQUAL TO 6.7% ON REVENUES  

 PROFIT OF THE YEAR: EURO 3 MILLIONS 

 SIGNIFICANT REDUCTION OF NET DEBT TO -29.7 MILLIONS, FROM -36.1 IN 

2013  

 DIVIDEND DISTRIBUTION OF EURO 0.028 PER SHARE HAS BEEN PROPOSED 

 

 

March 12, 2015. The Board of Directors of Exprivia SpA has today approved the draft financial statements 

at 31 December 2014, prepared in accordance with International Accounting Standards (IAS / IFRS). 

In a climate of moderate optimism on the economy of the Country, the feeling of a recovery in the IT 

market is strengthening, following a political attitude that, at least in intention, is showing more 

commitment on the need for "digital" modernization of the national economy through the IT. 

In this context Exprivia growing at double-digit and registers stable margin that increases in absolute value. 

The important growth has been supported by the company' acquisition of Exprivia Telco & Media (already 

Devoteam AuSystem Italy) which helped, for nine months, for about 12 million euro, to which an 

endogenous growth of the group is added for about 4 million euro. 

With reference to the Italian perimeter, the group has benefited from the effects of the corporate 

restructuring project launched in 2013, achieving an increase in margin of approximately 2.3 million in 

absolute value. Of the other side, foreign market registers  a slowdown of revenues and a decrease in 

profitability, unlike last year. The phenomenon has to be inscribed in the characteristic of the markets in 

which the company moves where, in the absence of historical presence, can not be excluded high volatility. 

Good performance of the parent company in the market of Energy (+ 15%), Utilities (+ 7%), Public 

Administration (+ 24%). More than doubled the margin in the Utilities market (+1.3 million). Steady 
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performance in the market Banks experiencing high level of marginality. Double revenues from the sale of 

own licenses of the group, within the Health and Finance sectors. 

Consolidated results at December 31,2014 

In 2014 the consolidated revenues  amounted to Euro 147.2 million, in growth of comparing to 2013 when 

it was equal to Euro 131.1 million. 

Consolidated net revenues stood at Euro 141.6 million, in growth of comparing to 2013 (Euro 126.6 

million). 

Consolidated EBITDA amounted to Euro 14.5 million,  9.8% of revenues, in growth of 10.5% comparing to 

last year (Euro 13.1 million in 2013). 

Consolidated EBIT amounted to Euro 9.9 million, in growth of 13.3% comparing to last year (Euro 8.7 

million in 2013).  

Profit before taxes amounted to Euro 7 million, 4.7% on revenues, significantly growing of 15.4% compared 

to 2013 (Euro 6 million in 2013).  

Lastly, profit of the year amounted to Euro 3 million in growth of 6.3% comparing to 2013 (Euro 2.9 milion 

in 2013). 

The net debt at 31 december 2014 amounted to Euro -29.7 million, improving compared to Euro -36.3 

million at 30 september 2014 and to Euro -36.1 million at 31 december 2013. Although it has maintained a 

remarkable level of investment, amounting to Euro 3.9 million, the Group has generated positive cash flow 

during the year for Euro 6.4 million, due to positive cash flows from operating activities for Euro 8.5 million 

and from net working capital for Euro 5.4 million.  

Group shareholders’ equity  at 31 december 2014 amounted to Euro 71.8 million (69.3 million at 31 

december 2013).  

Revenue trend by business area 

Revenue performance by business area recorded in 2014 an increase of 11.9%  compared to the same 

period of 2013. 

The following data are details of revenues at 31 December 2014, compared with data for the same period 

of the previous year, broken down by business area. 
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BANKS, FINANCE AND INSURANCE 

The Business Unit Banks, Finance and Insurance closed 2014 with revenues of 27.4 million Euro in line with 

2013. This result was achieved in a context of IT spending in the sector that has remained throughout the 

2014 contract and focused solely on the development of solutions for the core processes and on the issues 

of compliance, particularly in Cloud Computing environment. In this scenario, the Business Unit has been 

able to successfully confirm with offers verticalized for which for years has been a point of reference, but 

also acted as an innovative player in the field of Customer Experience and within Compliance. The year 

2014 was significant for the business unit, due to the  establishment of the company Exprivia Digital 

Financial Solutions, through which it has initiated a restructuring  process of the entire organization and 

value proposition. 

INDUSTRY AND AEROSPACE 

The Business Unit reported less revenue of about 12% (14.5 million vs. 16.5 million in 2013). The market 

presents contrasting dynamics, general decrease of ICT expenditure in the large industrial groups, but 

positive spikes in manufacturing companies on the international market, and especially the corporate 

sector "Made in Italy", machine tools, luxury, design, food ect. The most significant projects are experiences 

in mature environments such as ERP, HCM, Extended ERP SAP, in companies with international coverage 

that required interventions abroad (rollout). Special mention, were the experiences in the field of mobility, 

analytics, both on platform SAPHana mobile than on open source architecture (visual analytics, Hadoop, 

ect.) That allow us to be ranked among the leaders of the Italian market. 

ENERGY 

The Business Unit Energy closed the year with revenues of EUR 14.8 million compared to 12.9 million in 

2013, an increase of 15%. In the Energy market, Exprivia has consolidated its position over the years 

through the ability to combine the knowledge of the best practices of the IT industry with the specific skills 

of the processes of extraction, transportation, storage, refining and distribution of petroleum and natural 
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gas. The international vocation of the Exprivia is exploiting in the energy sector, the market in which 

Exprivia is supporting its customers in projects in international markets. 

TELCO&MEDIA 

The Business Unit Telco & Media closed 2014 with revenues of EUR 11.9 million compared to 326 

thousands in 2013. The result is mainly due to the contribution, for 9 months of the year,  of the company 

Exprivia Telco&Media (already Devoteam AuSystem Italy). The telecommunications sector is experiencing, 

especially in the European market, a period of transformation on the on-going search for operational 

efficiency on traditional services and launch of value-added services to capture new market areas. The main 

clients are the most important telecom operators and major Italian and international telco technology 

vendors. The main areas of services provided to customers during 2014 were within the network 

transformation, support systems exercise, portals, M2M, IVR, mobile applications. 

HEALTHCARE 

The Business Unit Healthcare closed the year with revenues of EUR 24.4 million, an increase of 7% 

compared to 2013. This result was possible, in a market situation certainly not favorable, thanks to a 

number of important factors: the successful conclusion of certain contracts in the market of Private 

Healthcare, a good job of upselling on the customer base on which sales of new modules of the suite 

e4cure have been made and the progress of projects for the Local Governemnt of Marche, Calabria and 

Campania. 2014 has been a significant year for the business unit due to the establishment of the company 

Exprivia Healthcare IT, through which it has initiated a process of restructuring of the entire organization. 

The year 2014 was significant for the business unit, due to the  establishment of the company Exprivia 

Healthcare IT, through which it has initiated a restructuring  process of the entire organization and value 

proposition. 

UTILITIES 

The Business Unit Utilities recorded in 2014 revenues of EUR 28.2 million, an increase of 7% compared to 

2013. Revenues refer for 67% to IT services and for 33% to BPO services, where there has been an increase 

of 20.7% compared to 2013. the Business Unit confirms the positive trend in the industry that has allowed 

growing results. Positive results were achieved thanks to a business strategy of consolidation and 

strengthening of the activities and projects with primary existing customers and the consolidation of the 

technological partnerships.  

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 

The Business Unit Public Administration closed the year with  revenues of EUR 6.4 million, an increase of 

24% over the previous year. The improvement is due to the start of contracts with some customers of the 

National Public Administration acquired during 2013 and the first half of 2014. The growth in sales is also 

accompanied by an improvement in margins, already reported in previous periods, mainly due to the roll 

out of some activities started in previous years. Regarding Local Government, the market that expresses a 

constant contraction of ICT investments, despite a reduced backlog, the unit has been able to increase 

revenues over last year by acquiring new businesses that will produce effects even in 2015. It has been also 

developed a set of innovative products on platforms OPEN. 
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INTERNATIONAL AREA 

International development has focused on consolidating the group’s presence in the Spanish market, in the 

development  of Latin America and Brazil’ market, and in the entrance into China and USA’ market. 

In Spain, where Exprivia is present with two subsidiaries, Aplicaciones y Productos Profesionales de 

Sistemas SL (Prosap) and Exprivia SL, the services portfolio based on SAP ERP applications and services has 

been expanded, with business intelligence solutions for the health sector, and web services (marketing and 

online sales). The Spanish market of IT registered a stagnation and margin contraction. Important 

contribution to the result of Exprivia SL came from Latin America countries, through sales of local 

distributors of Imaging and Business Intelligence for Healthcare solutions. 

In Mexico, where the Group is directly present with the company Exprivia Prosap Mexico, continued sales 

and up-sales to important private and public companies operating in the construction of infrastructure in 

Latin America. Prosap Mexico is Gold Partner of SAP. 

In 2014 Prosap increased the activities of the company Prosap Guatemala, which operates in Central 

America, and started the activities of the new company Prosap Consulting in USA. 

In Brazil, continued the business growth through the company Exprivia do Brasil Serviços de Informatica 

Ltda which operates in IT Security and development of SAP ERP projects. 

In China in may 2014, was incorporated Exprivia Ltda Asia in Hong Kong, which incorporated Exprivia IT 

Solutions (Shanghai) Co. Ltd specialized in professional services in the area of IT and Infrastructure in SAP. 

Holding Company results 

It should be noted that the data of the parent company Exprivia SpA at 31 december 2014 does not include 

the branch Health transferred to the subsidiary Exprivia Healthcare IT Srl on May 27, 2014, and the branch 

Banks transferred to the subsidiary Exprivia Digital Financial Solutions Srl on June 30, 2014; these assets 

transfer have led positive margins amounts in favor of the subsidiaries. 

Revenues were equal to Euro 85.8 million, compared to 2013 when it was Euro 79.3 million. 

Net revenues were equal to Euro 81.5 million, in growth of compared to 2013 when they are Euro 75.5 

million. 

EBITDA amounted to Euro 6 million (Euro 7.2 million in 2013).  

EBIT amounted to Euro 4 million (Euro 4.4 million in 2013).  

Profit of the year  is equal to Euro 3 million compared to Euro 5 million in 2013.  

Net debt at December 31, 2014 is Euro -18 million comparing to Euro -27.1 million at 30 September 2014 

and to Euro -31.6 million at 31 December 2013. 

Shareholders’ Equity at December 31, 2014 is equal to Euro 70.4 million compared to Euro 67.5 million at 

31 December 2013.  
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Following the results achieved in 2014, the Board of Directors has decided to propose to the next 

Shareholders' Meeting the distribution of a gross dividend of EUR 0.028 per ordinary share with coupon no. 

9 of the 27th april 2015, record date the 28
th

 april  2015 and payment date the 29
th

 april 2015. 

The Board of Directors today has also reviewed and approved the Relazione degli Amministratori sul 

Governo Societario e sugli Assetti Proprietari and the Relazione sulla Remunerazione in accordance with 

the Codice di Autodisciplina delle Società Quotate promoted by Borsa Italiana , and has approved the 

proposal to require the Shareholders’ Meeting to grant a new authorization to purchase and dispose of 

treasury shares in accordance with Articles 2357 and 2357 of the Codice Civile Italiano.  

The Company confirms to adhere to the new Codice di Autodisciplina di Borsa Italiana, as well as the 

requirements of membership in the Star segment and in terms of time of application of the transitional 

arrangements. 

Pursuant to Article 154- bis of Testo Unico della Finanza, the executive manager responsible for preparing 

the corporate accounts, Mr. Gianni Sebastiano, states that the financial report in this press release contains 

and matches the documentary records, books and accounting records. 

Finally, we inform that Exprivia will attend the Star Conference, organized by Borsa Italiana in Milan, on the 

25
th

 2015 during which the results of 2014 will be presented in the plenary session. 

EXPRIVIA 

Exprivia S.p.A. is a company specialised in the design and development of innovative software technologies and in 
supplying IT services for the banking, financial institution, industry, energy, telecommunications, utilities, healthcare 
and public administration markets. 

The company today is listed on the Borsa Italiana MTA, Star segment (XPR), and it is subject to the direction and 
coordination of Abaco Innovation Spa. 

Exprivia has a team of more than 1800 individuals, located in its headquarters in Molfetta (Bari) and throughout its 
offices in Italy (Trento, Vicenza, Milan, Padua, Turin, Piacenza, Genoa, Rome and Palermo) and abroad (Madrid, Las 
Palmas, New York, Dover, Mexico D.F., Monterrey, Guatemala City, Lima, São Paulo do Brasil,, Sãn Bernardo do 
Campo, Beijing,  Shanghai and Hong Kong) 

CONTACTS 

 

Exprivia SpA 
 

Marketing & Communication 

Alessia Vanzini 

e-mail: alessia.vanzini@exprivia.it 

Tel. +39 0228014.1 - Fax. +39 022610853 

 

 

 
 

Investor Relations 

Gianni Sebastiano 

e-mail: gianni.sebastiano@exprivia.it 

Tel. + 39 0803382070 - Fax. +39 0803382077 
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF ASSET AND LIABILITIES 
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CONSOLIDATED PROFIT AND LOSS 
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